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May 9,2002 

Regulation Comments 
Chief Counsel’s Office 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
1700 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20552 

Re: Mutual Savings Associations Proposed 7 (67 FR 17227) 

Dear Sir ox Madam: 

CSBS is pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the Office of Thrift 
Supervisron’s (“OTS’Q proposed amendments to its regulations on the mutual-to-stock 
conversion process and portions of its regulations on mutual holding company 
reorganizations (Proposal).’ CSBS is the national organirption of state officials 
responsible for chartering, regulating and supervising theuation’s 6,868 state-chartered 
commercial and savings banks and 419 state-licensed brs.uches and agencies of foreign 
banks. 

Baikgronnd 

According to au OTS press release issued on July 11,2O(Ip, the OTS is uudertaking a I 
comprehensive strategy governing mutual institutions, mutual holding company 
reorganizations and the mutual-to-stock conversion process. The strategy involves issuing 

' 67,Fed.&17227-17255(Apr.9,2002). 
265~~~.43092-43128(July12,2000). 
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The OTS received several comments regarding the First roposal, including concerns 
raised by CSBS in the sttached comment letter of July 26 2001 (July 26 Lep). The 

‘? Proposal, therefore, is a reissued and modified version of, e First Proposal. 

CSBS Position / 

CSBS is disappointed that the concerns we mentioned in response to the First Proposal 
are not adequately addressed in the Proposal. The OTS +serts that its comprehensive 
strategy, which includes the Proposal, is an attempt to pr serve mutual institutions that 
may be pressured into abandoning their community b 4 ’ g, service oriented 
philosophy.4 CSBS endorses the OTS’s strategy so long s it is coupled with an 
orientation that preserves and protects the interests of mu 
However, it appears that many elements of the Proposal, 1 

al mstitution depositors. 
uch as the dividend waiver and 

management stock benefit plan provisions, reflect a significant policy shift from a 
depositor focus to a management, insider and minority seeholder focus. Recent high 
profile events in the business community at large demonstrate all too clearly the need for 
strong corporate governance guidance and controls to prerent insider abuse and miuimize 
reputational risk. Moreover, without such controls, litiga ion risk becomes a more 
significant matter for depository institutions to consider. 

b 
n short, we question whether 

the OTS’s “comprehensive strategy’ truly preserves the mmuuity and depositor- 
minded approach of mutual institutions and request that e OTS explain the impetus for’ 
its policy shift. 

f 

We therefore reiterate the concerns we raised in our July a6 Letter, with the following 
amplification. I 

Mid-tier Stock Holding Company Subsidiaries of Mu?~al Holding Companies 

Currently, OTS regulations require holding companies ’ erted in between Mutual 
Holding Companies (MHCs) and their savings associatio 

1 

subsidiaries (Mid-tiers) to be 
chartered by the OTS. In the Proposal, the OTS respond to our initial objection to this, 
regulatory policy by asserting that federal law requires b MHCs and Mid-tiers to be 
federally chartered.5 CSBS disagrees with the OTS’s statutory interpretation. While the ’ 
Home Owners’ Loan Act6 requires a MHC to be federalI{ chartered, it does not 
specifically mandate that a Mid-tier stock holding compauy must have a federal charter. 
CSBS notes that the OTS’s statutory interpretation wouldjultimately eviscerate the laws 
01 over XE$aE&mt aumorize state-charterea notaing c ames. w 
such an extensive impact on state laws should not occur out a clear Congressional 
mandate. We uree the OTS to reconsider its policv and t&nit mid-tier stock holding 
company subsidi&s of MHCs to be state-c&rtered. - 

’ 67,&j. && 17228 (Apr. 9,2002). 
’ OTS hess Release (July 11,ZOOO). 
’ 67,m. kRe. 17233 (Apr. 9,2002). 
6 12’U.S.C. 1467s(a)(7). 
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Conclusion I 
, 

Based upon the preceding comments, we respectfUlly ask/that the OTS reconsider and 
revise the Proposal in a manner that minimizes the poten 

tI 
al for insider abuse and 

enhances the protections for mutual institution depositors 
a& 

Thank you for this 
opportunity to comment. Please call on us if you have questions or if we can provide 
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a&itional assistance. 

Best Personal Regards, 

Neil Milner 
President and CEO 


